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The newest

generation 
synthetic teak

Cooler
30% cooler than 

the 1st generation

Lighter
32% lighter in

weight

Redefined 
Natural wood- 
graining effect

Premium Synthetic Teak
is cooler, lighter and has a more natural 
look and feel than the first generation 
synthetic material. Available in various 
colours.

n Extremely durable
n  Artisanal beauty
n  UV- and seawater-resistant
n  Colour is through and through

“ True to nature created by craftsmen! ”  
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Seasoned

Seasoned
Cream

Seasoned
Grey

Maple

Teak

Teak
Cream



Weathered
Grey

Black

Sun 
Bleached

Charcoal

Silver

Weathered

“ Images are projects of our Topdek dealers. Become a dealer? ”       



PVC 2490T PVC 2491T PVC 2522T

PVC 2626T PVC 2521 WDK 313

PVC 2625T

Top Deck Alternateak offers the most realistic alternative to teak while maintaining the distinctive lines of a 
teak deck. With the amazingly similar 2G product, the beautiful lines of your yacht are beautifully accentuated, 
giving the deck a luxurious and rich look. Your new Top Deck 2G deck is durable, lightweight, resistant to UV 
rays and seawater, and very easy to maintain.

Start your new deck with good advice, especially with intricate patterns that must match accurately. The teak 
and yacht building specialists in our international dealer network will be happy to help you with advice and a 
quotation.

Expertly welded Assembled with precision Easy in maintenance

Maintenance

30%
cooler
than 1G

Considerably cooler underfoot 

than 1G synthetic teak.

32%
lighter in weight 
than 1G

Less weight on your boat for 

greater efficiency.

Do you have specific wishes in 
execution and/or color? Our 
dealers can assist you perfectly. 
Look for addresses on the website.
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Fendering and top capping

Synthetic teak deck, 
the alternative to teak
Synthetic teak deck, 
the alternative to teak


